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Same Sex Marriage 

 

Comments from Groups  

 

 

1. Starting point is “One man and One Woman” and this causes reluctance to change.  

However society has changed and “the Church” needs to look at what marriage means now.  

We expect Conference to do this, promptly.   Perhaps we should start with tour attitude to 

people whether gay or straight or confused and how we can integrate all into the church.  

The general feeling of this group was acceptance of the reality of same-sex marriage and 

that the church should catch up quickly.   The word “marriage” in same-sex relationships is a 

slight discomfort but not a sticking point.   

2. Methodist Church not divisive, concentrate on the marriage itself.  Core values and core 

details of the church itself commitment – love forgiveness.  Not show and expenditure.  

Language not helpful – same sex etc.  

3. Some in our group felt very strongly that it should be between one man and one woman 

while there was range of discussion about the possibility that same-sex couples should be 

allowed the opportunity to make a public declaration of their commitment and seek God’s 

blessing.  

4. Varied!  Some not sure, Some in favour. Some against.   Could cause division in the church.  

Members of this group would want to support the couple.   

5. Some would celebrate.  Some would be looking for metaphorical stones.  Some people may 

leave the church.   (SCRIPTURE Scripture refers to male relationships not female (as it was 

understood at the time of reading.  REASON Some would argue it’s the slippery slope that 

comes with familiarity when people are known.  TRADITION We are creating new traditions 

all the time.   E: OUR EXPERIENCE It’s influenced by who well the couple are known.  

6. Our view of homo-sexuality is ‘learned’ and it is difficult to unlearn culture and reapply.  This 

is a very difficult topic to address in a short timescale and it putting us into a pressurised and 

uncomfortable position.  

7. Very negative to very positive.  Range of responses in 2016 much wider than even in 2006.  

(SCRIPTURE A different society.  Culturally a different context.   REASON In time we would 

look out of touch with reality.  Adoption of children: rare to see a family with one man and 

one woman.   TRADITION Over time “tradition” changes.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE Nothing wrong 

in same sex relationships.  

8. We would like the church positively to endorse and celebrate both same-sex marriage and a 

(civil) partnership of heterosexuals to go alongside marriage.  In the same way as blessings 

go alongside baptism.  (SCRIPTURE Minimal emphasis in scripture and mostly in context of 

now outdated laws (eg Leviticus.   REASON Many species have homosexuality as part of the 

natural order.  TRADITION There is a tradition of homosexuality within the Church.  
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Celebrating it instead of (?) and criticised would help to avoid abuse.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE 

Young people can’t understand church’s obsession with this issue … put off attending.  

 

9. Where were they going to get married?  Registry office or a ‘church’  civil or Christian 

marriage.  It is a covenant between a man and a woman.  

 

10. This signals the erosion of God’s plan for society.  The other two scenarios are the 

management of valid biblical relationships whereas this one is outside of the discussion 

altogether.  God said let us make a man in our own image male, and female created them to 

change this changes the whole character of God.   

11. SCRIPTUREA&E man & woman.  NT (Paul) Homosexuality is wrong.  REASON Sexual 

preference should not negate vocational calling.  Procreation – what happens at 

menopause.   TRADITION monogamy/societal influence/tradition.   E: OUR EXPERIENCE 

Ministers (meth) can be in same sex marriage but not preside at same.  

12. Is the call to ministry more important than marriage.  Support civil ceremony but not church 

ceremony.  The bible says Christ bridegroom and church bride so it’s the way that God views 

his people.  

13. SCRIPTURE Mark 10v 6-9 (?) 18v23; TRADITIONMWB for marriage (?) the (?) of a man & 

woman.  

14. TRADITION would be comfortable with blessing, not marriage.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE seen as a 

basic human right to honour equality.  Marriage is a social construct, therefore in church is 

adds a blessing.  

15. Is this relationship celibate or sexual?  We should not be about excluding people – starting 

point is not candidating for ministry but acceptance of all in love of God.  

16. Avoid being judgemental.  Affirm the identity of every person – why be exclusive and 

exclude those who are not heterosexual from relationships that build couples up?   Marriage 

is a legal constraint giving legal entitlements – no rational reason to exclude same sex 

couples from these.  Why should we in Methodism exclude ministers in same-sex 

relationships from ministry?  No rational reason to do so – we should reflect the society we 

live in and similar LGBT ministers as in society at large.  

17. The church should be supportive of lifelong union regardless of sexuality.  Emphasis should 

be on love and respect.   Implications for Methodist societies where manses, adoption in 

same sex marriage and other aspects are involved.   

18. Lifelong union between same sex couples obviously exist.  Can be more stable than opposite 

sex relationships.  Technical problem with term marriage.  Our attitudes can (and do) change 

(especially when we get to (?) the people.  

19. We would not see the gender of the man’s partner to be a relevant factor in the candidating 

process.  SCRIPTURE Concentrate on God’s calling.  Context of verses condemning 

homosexual behaviour alongside divorce, slavery, woman etc.  REASON 

candidates/ministers should not be differently to lay people – relationship should be stable, 
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honest and life fulfilling.  TRADITION Examine ministerial candidates on their calling.  Derby 

resolutions  1993 – lesbians and gay men allowed/celebrated as fully involved.  E: OUR 

EXPERIENCE Many friends, colleagues and church members in same sex relationships – show 

love and (?).  Church maybe seen as condemnatory – in fact it is a place of love.  

20. Uncomfortable with the situation.  Church should re-address but would feel happier with 

status quo.  

21. Careful interpretation – my view/God’s view certainty.  Role shouldn’t make a difference.  

22. Did God confirm as well as candidating for the ministry.  He should also be in a same sex 

relationship.  

23. Commitment, validity of relationship.  LOVE – their love is valid.  SCRIPTURE Let him who is 

without sin cast the first stone.  REASON All can be saved.  TRADITION 4 Alls!!!  E: OUR 

EXPERIENCE Prefer people whore are open and honest about their sexuality rather than be 

hypocritical.  

24. Whole issue of a spectrum of sexuality in any one person ‘made’ in God’s image – 

transgender issues.  SCRIPTURE Jesus encouraged inclusivity v the older view prevalent in his 

time ‘love.’  REASON Same sex marriage is indicative of a greater commitment.  TRADITION 

strengthening relationship.  Need to get over ‘tribal’ mentality.  Openness is an important 

factor rather than keeping things hidden.  

25. Is marriage biological?  But where JS Love in all this!  SCRIPTURE Wrong.  It’s the word!  

REASON No rational reason.  TRADITION Cohabitation can be any sex.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE 

It’s the word ‘marriage’ that’s the stumbling block.  Same sex couples living together nothing 

wrong with!  

26. SCRIPTURE Marriage should be between a man and a woman for procreation of children.  

REASON We shouldn’t be judgemental about it.  Should allow him to candidate for the 

ministry and continue with his calling.  TRADITION Wouldn’t encourage a same sex 

relationship.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE Far better for the man to be in a loving steady relationship 

be in homosexual or heterosexual than to be promiscuous.  

27. SCRIPTURE Nothing helpful we are aware of in this.  REASON Accept Include Love Encourage.  

Who are we to judge?  TRADITION A lot of (particularly older??)  Methodist  people in 

churches may have problems accepting this so could be difficult for the minister.   E: OUR 

EXPERIENCE Our limited experience makes us feel this is fine as long as relationship is 

understanding and stable.  

28. Scripture teaches that marriage should be one man and one woman, involving divinely 

ordained complementarity and the best upbringing for children.  However the church should 

show compassion towards same-sex couples, but not conducting such marriages.  

29. I have no problem with a same sex couple in a loving supportive relationships who wish to 

be married in a Methodist church.  

30. No problem with civil partnership.  Issues with calling it marriage.  Consideration to the 

Minister, Church Council views should be observed if they do not wish same sex marriage to 

take place in their church.   
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31. God has made us as we are.  God welcome everyone.  SCRIPTURE Scripture is problematic 

but needs to be overcome.  REASON Why should different groups be treated differently?  

TRADITION Tradition from the time – we need to move on.  Advisory not prescriptive.   E: 

OUR EXPERIENCE Many same sex relationships are better and longer lasting.  

32. Disney = everyone lives happily ever after – most marriages/relationships have ups and 

downs or differences.  Disney = The whole problem.  We will lose some people whichever 

way we go.   SCRIPTURE God love us all    Take  a baby and baptize it – say it now belongs to 

God – then later on (after they have discovered their sexuality) you cannot then say –  you 

are not longer God’s child.   TRADITION Marriage not just for procreation – so many kids 

born out of wedlock.   Limitation of the word ‘marriage’ – so we need a new description 

/word.   E: OUR EXPERIENCE Research shows you do not choose your sexuality and therefore 

you discover it.  So does this mean we are effectively rejecting them if we not accept 

marriage?  

 

33. Why not – fairness to all – balance between our relationship (heterosexual) and the 

relationship of others.   REASON Pragmatic reason.  TRADITION Traditional antipathy to 

same-sex relationships physical revulsion.  Greek tradition quite different.  

34. Want a civil partnership only and marriage for man and woman.   Accept person in same sex 

relationship  as long as faithful o partner to the exclusion of others.  Are they called?  Same 

discernment process as anyone else.   Generally older people have to make a greater leap of 

acceptance due to past laws.  

35. It is already the law of the land.  Presbyters should be allowed to make their own 

judgement.  

36. SCRIPTURE Covenant between man & woman.   REASON Procreation the continuance of 

children.   TRADITION Has been one man one woman union in marriage.    E: OUR 

EXPERIENCE Safeguarding for children.  

37. Texts condemn – hard to find ones that affirm – but reflects the culture of the day.  

38. No problem with same sex civil partnerships but not ‘marriage.’  (nb: children).   Body, Mind 

and Spirit is the criteria and LOVE the ultimate criteria and most of us were happy with same 

sex marriages.    

39. Everyone has free will and they have the right to do what they want but they won’t inherit 

eternal life.  Scripture, scripture, scripture.  We walk by grace and it’s by grace we stand on 

the word of God.  SCRIPTURE Gen 2:24  1 Cor 6v 8-11.  REASON God made Eve – he did not 

make another helper (man). He made Eve to join with Adam the two became one.   

TRADITION This issue has been around since sin entered the world.  We must love all people 

but not their sin including our own.   E: OUR EXPERIENCE People are following their flesh’s 

desire and not the word of God.  

40. YES – marriage of one man and one woman only.  Many wives NO.  Same Sex  NO.  Romans 

Chapter 1.   SCRIPTURE No scripture to support a union out with that of a man and a woman.  
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REASON Aware of a different view but must abide measure ourselves against the plumb line 

of God.  TRADITION Same sex relationships have always been frowned upon.  

41. Marriage should be between a man and a woman.  No problem with same sex civil 

partnership according to the law.  But not to have same sex marriage in church.  Why do 

they want to be married in church?  Strong views regarding this.  SCRIPTURE Clear marriage 

is between a man and a woman.  Gen  A&E.  Jesus –man should cleave to his wife and they 

become ‘one.’  

42. We should not follow the pattern of this world in respect of this topic.  We should not 

change our practice or understanding of marriage.   

43. We had a difference of opinion about this – withdrawal of church marriage might solve the 

problem but might just duck the issue.   We endorse civil partnerships.  Some of us support 

same sex marriage in church.  SCRIPTURE scriptural evidence for same sex relationships 

being sinful is more toward compassion than judgement.  REASON I would love it if my child 

wanted to make a commitment to a partner in church -  a marriage irrespective of the sex of 

their partner.   TRADITION Old ‘taboos’ influence our emotive reaction  to our definition of 

marriage.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE Our experience of this issue moves on as we get to know 

those in same sex relationships.    

44. It’s love that , not gender.   SCRIPTURE Reflective of society.  REASON View that marriage is 

about creating children in hard to sustain.  TRADITION Traditional view of marriage has 

tended to be combined with reaction against homosexuality. Note existing definition of MC 

not about procreation.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE Experience of being excluded (by the MC) A 

different definition for same-sex couples will be seen as ‘second class.’ Gen  A&E.  Jesus –

man should cleave to his wife and they become ‘one.’  

45. Hopefully no prejudice held – gets ‘complicated’/’difficult’ when children are seen as a right.  

SCRIPTURE  Scripture used to support whatever argument is being proposed.  REASON 

Biological facts.  TRADITION Tradition is again changing.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE Civil 

partnerships have muddied the waters as they are for same sex couples only.  

46. Church should offer no discrimination to those who want to get married.  Question of 

children : all possibilities available – adoption, donation, IVF etc.  Suggestion : Church not 

part of marriage contract at all.  Church can bless.   Church needs to recognise ‘gay’ 

relationships as possible and normal, not avoided.  SCRIPTURE Overtaken by reason.  

REASON Church changes its position or order to survive.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE Church 

accepted.  Evolutionary views and scientists but not gays – 40 years ago.  

47. Some members would be delighted to attend – others would not.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE 

Attitudes in the church have changed since Derby 1993.    

48. SCRIPTURE We must accept people as God does. We are all made in God’s image.  REASON 

Scripture holds contradictions to our Methodist practice.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE We need to 

reflect what is happening in society – what is appropriate.    

49. We need to get beyond labels – we need to think things through.  “The Bible says” is always 

difficult.  Universal truths are what are important – NS – it was written at a time when 

traditions were different and this needs to be born in mind.    REASON Genetically a gay 
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person will fall for someone of the same sex as a straight person will fall for someone of the 

opposite sex.  If we are all made in the image of God then whether straight or gay we are all 

made in the image of Christ.   TRADITION God fearing people used to own slaves – blacks 

were only classed as 3/5 of white person.  Now we would accept neither.  By the same token 

attitudes to homosexually have changed  n3  David Stacey (?) 1970’s.  E: OUR EXPERIENCE 

We are always  on  a journey and its right to be challenged to think things through.  NB we 

have a gay minister in this circuit.    

50. If 2 people love and are committed to each and are Christians they should be allowed to get 

married in the church.  A lot of people in the church are not comfortable with same sex 

marriage.   Too complicated an issue for discussion.  Just get on with life.    

51. SCRIPTURE is quite clearly against same sex relationships  REASON If he can do the job and is 

serious about it and has the support of his partner.  TRADITION It  has been covered up and 

hidden until recent years.  Better to be open and discussed.   E: OUR EXPERIENCE Human 

rights. “Who am I to deny someone else their rights of happiness.’  

52. We need to take scripture in context.  REASON Accept his calling but except that some 

congregations may be barred to him.  Traditions?  Experience?  We would accept.  

53. Yes, the Methodist understanding of Christian marriage should be revisited. The church 

should be encouraging loving, faithful, permanent relationships. The traditional teaching of the 

church on homosexuality leads gay people into lives of loneliness and secrecy and this may 

encourage promiscuity. The church should be demonstrating the love of Christ by including 

gay Christians, rather than treating them differently. 

54. A request was received seeking the Church’s permission to hold a blessing of two males the 

day after they would enter into a civil partnership.  One of the males had been a regular 

member of our church during his undergraduate days.  The Church Council fully agreed to 

this with one abstention and the blessing took place.    In discussion The Fellowship felt the 

crux of the matter concerned the definition of marriage which The Church in general would 

consider a basic tenet to be a partnership between a man and a woman.  Notwithstanding this 

ten it was felt hat much of the population of Great Britain today regard same sex civil 

partnerships as marriage.   Historically marriage has always been a civil arrangement.  It was 

the case in Judaism, pre Christ and continues to be so today in many countries…    Today 

there seems to be an understanding that there is a biological drive in some people towards 

being attracted to the same sex.  This being the case in the nature of these people then there 

should be no hindrance by the church to these people seeking a blessing if they are 

committed to each other for life through the love of each other.   Today there would be no 

hindrance to a person writing with their left hand because that is in their nature yet many 

suffered in the past because of if through ignorance!  

55. We agree the church should review its policy on same sex marriages.  We must support 

people in understanding what this means.  Marriage is about reproducing and same sex 

marriages cannot do this.  We need to assess the impact on children and their understanding 

of the norm.  Same sex relationships are acceptable but marriage in its current definition does 

not support this.   We should love each other and not judge them by refusing to discuss we 

are judging same sex relationships and not embracing this as love thy neighbour.  God will 

judge individuals on their attitude to the bibles laws.  We need to help people to understand 

how acceptance of same sex marriage impacts them individually.  
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56. The people at x and y were encouraged to enter into the conversations and share  openly. 

Some remained silent  and others were quite  vocal . They gave one another space to speak  

and were concerned that individuals were not  made to feel ostracised because they held a 

different opinion.    

One of the churches  are overall very much  in favour of reviewing the statement of 

marriage, but some people have  reservations ; wishing to hold to scripture and wanting 

family life to remain traditional in format.  

The other church:   Half of the worshippers came to  discuss the issue and there was a good 

age range.  They were equally divided on whether to  review the statement of marriage, 

holding a wide variety of  both opinion and understanding of the term homosexual. 

Points  expressed  to oppose review: 

o we shouldn't change our traditions 

o we fear this is the beginning of embracing  other sexual  practices  which we deem harmful 

(paedophilia). 

o we wish to protect family life in its traditional format ie  male father and female mother 

o fear about the effects on children raised in same sex marriage 

o marriage should be between man and woman only 

o concerns about stationing in the future 

Points expressed to support review  

o concern for those same sex partnerships that are excluded from full acceptance within  

church  offices 

o  concerned own children / grandchildren would be seen to be  excluded by the church if they 

wished to have a same sex marriage 

o celebration of same sex couples adopting 

o should have reviewed this a long time ago; what's the problem. 

o the church has always reviewed its offices/ sacraments 

 

 

Individual submissions  

1. We definitely believe that the Methodist Church should revisit its definition of marriage.  

Our personal view is that the Methodist Church should allow its minister to conduct same 

sex marriages – marriage being two people who love each other making a commitment to 

each other before God.  If we are in the minority we would stay within Methodist Church 

and promote this point of view!   

2. At the very least I think the church should prayerfully explore the implications of recent 

legislation and its effect on the current wording of our marriage definition.  

3. I think same sex marriage is unnatural but our God is an inclusive God and we should 

therefore allow it.  The Bible is of no help and I would go (then referencing a comment : with 

the help of the Holy Spirit we need to discern Gods revelation in every time and place.  So 
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the Bible must be read in conversation with modern day thinking)  for going forward.  I think 

we need to accept that if ait is a loving relationship in the full meaning of the word, then we 

should allow same sex marriage.  

4. We cannot agree all the time but we can have tolerance to others opinions.  There will be 

great challenges for all but we cannot be judges and jury to stop marriages.  

5. I have reservations about changing the definition of marriage but on the other hand if two 

people love each other and committed to marriage I don’t think I have the right to allow 

these, possibly, out of date thoughts to stand in their way.  The change allowing same sex 

marriages in our church will no doubt cause consternation with some but we may learn 

something about tolerance.  

6. I believe that if two people believe in God and wish to be married in his house, whether or 

not the same sex, then they should be allowed to do so.  

7. I may believe that same sex relationships are wrong but it is not for me to judge others.  

That right lies with God.  Therefore I would not prevent same sex marriages.  

8. If people of same sex wish to marry that is a legal agreement.  I could accept the wish for a 

blessing but have more difficulty with a church wedding with all the frills!  

9. I was a great believer in the legislation for civil partnerships to protect the rights of both 

partners in any relationship.  I did not see a need for same sex marriage.  Having said that I 

think the church in general and the Methodist Church in particular has to reconsider its 

position about redefining marriage I would not think I would agree with.   I think that once 

any decision was made there would be do different pastoral challenges than to anyone else.  

People with totally views against this have to seriously considered.  I would not like the 

Methodist Church to become a convenient place for these marriages purely because the 

established churches will not allow these.  

10. I am against (ed: same sex)  marriage in Church.  It is contrary to the teaching of the Bible.  

(Timothy 1-10 and 1st Corinthians 6-9.  Therefore my considered opinion is that marriage in 

church is an unnecessary and a step too far.  

11. I am totally against same sex marriage, whilst society tries to make it ‘acceptable’ Christians 

should stand up and be counted as the Bible teaches us!  Leviticus 18-22 ‘Thou shall not lie 

with a man as with a woman it is detestable – NO GAY MARRIAGE WITHIN METHODISM!  

12. A “same sex” union is not a “marriage.”  And I don’t think the Methodist Church should re-

define “marriage.”   Whether the church should recognise a same sex union is another 

matter.  The two are not the same.  I ask myself how Christ would react and can’t see him 

condoning same sex marriage.  

13. Who are we to say which of us should be accepted into the church and which not?  If it is 

lawful to marry then the church should be in there somewhere.    (SCRIPTURE Gen 2:21-24 

God makes woman from man’s ribs, so that she can be his helper.  Matthew 19:5  ‘ a man 

will leave his father and mother be united with this wife.’  1 Thess 4  Avoid sexual 

immorality, control your own body.  REASON Biological reasoning tells us that in order to 

have children, there needs to be a male and female but there are many children on the 

foster register who have no home and populations continues to grow at a significant rate.  
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But is that all marriage is?  God sent a helper because it was not good that man wou8ld be 

alone.  If we are looking for a helper and companion then there is no need for it to be one 

man  and one woman.  If marriage is to avoid sexual immorality by marrying one person 

rather than sleeping around than that also does not need to be one man and one woman.   

TRADITION We follow the CofE tradition of marriage being for one man and one woman.  E: 

OUR EXPERIENCE Same-sex marriage is now lawful.  I have many friends who rare in same-

sex marriage, some of whom are minster of other churches and I see God’s grace at work in 

those relationships. Perhaps because it has always been more difficult for them,  I do not 

know  single same-sex divorced couple.  I firmly believe that God created all of us to be his 

children and as such he created some gay and some not and whether gay or not we should 

have the same opportunity to be part of the life-long loving relationship dedicated to God 

and each other, which is sanctioned by the church.   

14. It is my opinion that in the 21st Century lesbian, gay and transgender couples should be 

allowed to be joined together in marriage.  

15. I have been reflecting on the position of marriage in the church.  As always these things 

become personal, for we have a number of gay friends, 2 of whom have been in a 

relationship for a long period of time, and are getting married next year.  Although they are 

not religious, if they were should it be correct to bar then from entering in to a full religious 

commitment?  And could I justify the Church approach against same sex marriage even 

though we promote inclusiveness of gay people in worship and membership, to celebrate 

the love of God?  It seems slightly contradictory.    I look at my own situation – divorced and 

remarried, and with no children through choice.  This is also against church teaching on 

marriage but I “allowed” so why not marriage between two people who meet “most” of the 

criteria, just happen to be of the same sex.    I feel we do many things which are not correct 

in the eyes of scripture – and how should we decide that this is wrong whilst tolerating other 

things.  What I say may be as much based on personal views of tolerance and inclusiveness 

as to religious argument.   I hope whatever decision we come to is the best one, correctly 

argued and reflecting what we hope would be God’s wish rather than our own.  I also hope it 

will not divide as it is an emotive issue, and we remember our priorities to spread Christian 

love in our community and world.  

16. I believe that marriage within the church should be between a man and a woman.  It’s my 

opinion that being ‘gay’ is an accident of birth and we should try to show compassion by 

allowing a blessing at the discretion of the minister and should take place out with church 

premises.  

17. I strongly deplore same sex marriages taking place in the Methodist church.  Also gay 

ministers living with their partners should not be preaching from Methodist Pulpits.  

18. My answer took a lot of thinking to do.  I sought by own heart and feelings.  It is love. Christ 

says he loves all his children not matter what.  He gave us free will only because they are 

maybe different does not mean the holy church shuns them. I think we would be reading the 

bible all wrong. Go with Christ and let him see another two people looking up praising him in 
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love and peace not hatred and war.  Christ, I’m sure, would never turn these people away 

for peace of the world.  

19. To me homosexuality is not normal.  I am against civil partnership and therefore same sex 

marriage. Having stated the above, we are all still brothers and sister in Christ but that still 

does not alter my opinion even though I have known male homosexuals and found them to 

be friendly etc.  just as heterosexuals.  

20. I think the church should redefine its definition of marriage so that same sex marriage is 

individual.  There is an overwhelming body of scientific evidence that sexual orientation is 

not something an individual chooses but it is an inherent part – meaning God creates the 

sexual orientation.  So how can He condemn anybody for living out who they are?  The 

Methodist Church is one of the freest, liberal and democratic churches which is why I was 

happy to become a member of it.  I would be highly disappointed if it insists on lagging 

behind in this issue.  On another thought.  We often say “God is Love” – that is why I think 

wherever there is love – God is there – and on a personal note I would like the homosexual 

people I know to live openly and without fear their lives as they want to live it – it wouldn’t 

harm anybody.  That is one of the most important moral compasses for me – does it harm 

anybody?  Gay and lesbian people do not harm, but the attitude of society towards them has 

harmed many of them in the past and will in many countries today.  Jesus never encouraged 

us to take part in harming others.  

21. I would like the present definition of marriage as defined by Methodists to be upheld and 

remain as it is.  Otherwise it could cause a division of Church members.  

22. I still feel that marriage should be between 1 man and 1 woman.  Friendship is same sex.  I 

believe they are still welcome in the church as they are people with feelings and we must 

have compassion perhaps through time I may conform as we all have with church marriages 

of mixed religions – divorcees and pregnancy before marriage but all these had to wait many 

years for conformity.   I believe we have within the church some gay ministers then perhaps 

they should take to do with this problem if the minister is not comfortable with it but he 

should not be forced to be acceptable of the problem.  There have and always will be 

different opinions in the church and most can be overcome.  

23. Generally – prepared to have the church reconsider the definition.  Don’t judge others.  If a 

minister has a civil partnership, can they have a same sex marriage? 

24. Dialogue.  Respect others views.  Most important focus on Jesus.  Love thy neighbours.  

25. People against.  Influence on children (gay/homosexuals adopting children).  Against the 

teaching of the bible.  Divisions among members and ministry.  Puts off people (gay minister 

in a civil partnership.  

26. On studying God’s Word, we have come to believe that God views the homosexual act as 

detestable (and if something is detestable to God, it must also be classed as sinful).  We 

were also amazed to discover some other issues that God views as detestable, and we have 

to honestly say that some of these things are applicable to yourselves e.g. haughty eyes and 

lying tongue etc...  However, as Christians, if we see sin in our lives, it would be wrong of us 

to try to "pass that sin off", to other Christians, as being acceptable in the sight of God.  
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Instead we should be seeing that sin for "what it is" – "repenting of it" – and then "seeking 

to remove it from our lives."  We believe that the same stance should be adopted when 

considering homosexual issues.  Therefore, it is our belief that we, as the Methodist Church, 

should not be altering our current definition of marriage to encompass the homosexual act, 

homosexual relationships or same-sex marriage.  Please know that our hearts cry when we 

say such things.  We know that our thoughts will cause distress to certain people and that in 

itself cannot be taken lightly. 

27. Generation Age gaps does give different thoughts. 

28. Don’t agree with same sex marriage.  

29. Challenges are no different from any other groups – poor, colour, ill informed.  

30. We learn to accept other people’s opinons.  Something, in the bible that supports wider 

society. 

31. Would (you) kindly understand and note that, for us both, any eventual prospects of the 

British Methodist Connexion welcoming, accommodating, sanctioning, “marrying” and 

blessing same sex couples in God’s name on Methodist premises, and of presbyteral 

ministers being required to conduct any such “marriage” ceremony on the church’s behalf 

on Methodist premises are completely unacceptable to us both. We would still consider it all 

to be ‘completely unacceptable’ even if, having revisited our collective and individual 

understandings of marriage and then by still not accepting any of the above, the Church 

and/or individual Methodists like us would end up falling foul of the law. Perhaps this is one 

of those moments – one of those defining moments – when, again, collectively and/or 

individually we are going to need to determine to please God rather than to please ‘man’ 

because, in this particular matter at this particular time, there is no ingenious compromise 

to be found and hammered out at Conference whereby we could do both. 

 

 

 


